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Over the last 2 years a global assessment of stem cell engineering (SCE) was conducted with the sponsorship of
the National Science Foundation, the National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health, and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology. The purpose was to gather information on the worldwide status
and trends in SCE, that is, the involvement of engineers and engineering approaches in the stem cell field, both
in basic research and in the translation of research into clinical applications and commercial products. The study
was facilitated and managed by the World Technology Evaluation Center. The process involved site visits in
both Asia and Europe, and it also included several different workshops. From this assessment, the panel
concluded that there needs to be an increased role for engineers and the engineering approach. This will provide
a foundation for the generation of new markets and future economic growth. To do this will require an increased
investment in engineering, applied research, and commercialization as it relates to stem cell research and
technology. It also will require programs that support interdisciplinary teams, new innovative mechanisms for
academic–industry partnerships, and unique translational models. In addition, the global community would
benefit from forming strategic partnerships between countries that can leverage existing and emerging strengths
in different institutions. To implement such partnerships will require multinational grant programs with ap-
propriate review mechanisms.

The study reported here provides a summary of a
global assessment of stem cell engineering (SCE) that

was performed in 2011–2012. This yearlong study was
conducted by the six authors of this review at the request of
scientific officers from the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the
National Institutes for Standards and Technology (NIST)
and managed by the World Technology Evaluation Center
(WTEC).

Over the last 15 years, our knowledge of stem cell (SC)
biology has increased, seemingly at an exponential rate. The
result is that there is an ever-increasing array of stem cells,
which includes pluripotent stem cells both embryo derived
and induced, and various types of variably defined and
validated adult tissue-derived stem cells. A few years ago
reprogramming to pluripotency was heralded as ‘‘a signifi-
cant breakthrough,’’ and last year the key scientists whose
reprogramming work resulted in this technology shared the
award for the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine. The
advent of reprogramming has provided insight into cell
lineage boundaries, and cell fate conversion has emerged as

an important activity in the research community. Also, en-
gineers have become increasingly involved in stem cell bi-
ology and translation, participating in new fundamental
discoveries and leading efforts into applications in bio-
technology and medicine.

A key goal of regenerative medicine (RM) and bioengi-
neering is the quantitative and robust control over the fate
and behavior of individual cells and their populations, both
in vitro and in vivo. Central to this endeavor are SCs, which
can be functionally defined as undifferentiated cells of a
multicellular organism that balance the capacity for sus-
tained self-renewal with the potential to differentiate into
specialized cell types. SCs promise a renewable source of
human tissue for research, pharmaceutical testing, and cell-
based therapies. Fulfilling this promise will require not only
the precise control of SC self-renewal and differentiation,
but also imposing this control on the formation of more
functionally complex tissue-like structures.

Engineering approaches to understanding and controlling
SC fate,1 that is, SCE, will be required at multiple stages
during the development and implementation of RM-based
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therapies. For example, optimizing SC growth is funda-
mental for efforts to generate the quantities of cells (plu-
ripotent cells and their derivatives for drug screening or
somatic cells such as mesenchymal stem cells [MSCs] for
therapy) that are projected to be required. Similarly, the
rigorous control of differentiation, including the functional
stabilization of stem cells and their progeny in formulations
that can be used to discover RM drugs or treat disease,
requires fundamental technological developments. Finally,
the translation of these essential technologies into products
that can be commercialized will require cost effective and
robust cell generation and delivery strategies.

Concurrent with the advances in stem cell biology, two
new ‘‘streams of thinking’’ have emerged. One of these is
that of interdisciplinary research. The 2009 National Acade-
mies report2 entitled ‘‘A New Biology for the 21st Century’’
makes the point that achieving the deeper understanding of
biology necessary to address the major problems that society
is facing will require not just breaking down the ‘‘silos’’
within biology itself, but incorporating chemists, computa-
tional researchers, engineers, mathematicians, and physicists
into basic biological research. Further, only through such an
integration of disciplines will it be possible to address major
societal problems. There is no area of biology where this
might be more true than that of stem cells.

A second ‘‘stream of thinking’’ that has emerged is that of
translational research. Not only are Federal agencies in the
United States interested in fostering the translation of
benchtop science into a variety of commercial/clinical ap-
plications, but this also has become a priority for many
states. Furthermore, activities in the United States simply
‘‘mirrors’’ what is taking place in the rest of the world.
Thus, a global assessment of SCE such as that reported here
is timely and warranted.

What is SCE? As defined for the purposes of this study, it
is not just tissue engineering (TE) and RM, but rather the
application of engineering fundamentals to stem cell biology
and to the translation of the science into applications. The
term stem cell bioengineering was first coined in 2001,1 and
it encompasses basic stem cell research, models and tools,
enabling and scalable technologies, stem cell biomanu-
facturing, and the development of stem cell-based applica-
tions and products. It is in this context that this global
assessment was conducted and that is reported here.

A preliminary workshop on Stem Cell Research for RM
and TE was held at NSF on February 1–2, 2007. It was
sponsored by NSF and also by the NIH, and it was facili-
tated by WTEC. The workshop speakers presented an
overview of the research activities in North America. The
workshop confirmed the increasing convergence of these
research areas in the drive toward clinical solutions that will
address the deterioration of various human tissues and or-
gans impacted by injury or disease. The workshop revealed
that, although substantial research has been accomplished,
there was much to be done to meet expectations for im-
provement in human health and for commercial success. It
was also clear that there was much to be learned abroad as
other nations have been making rapid progress.

In May 2010, the NSF and others funded the Second
International Conference on Stem Cell Engineering in
Boston, Massachusetts. The conference emphasized how
research in stem cell biology and engineering can combine

to aid in the development of stem cell therapeutics and
bioprocesses. The goal of the conference was to accelerate
progress toward innovative solutions to basic and transla-
tional problems in RM. Topics emphasized how quantitative
approaches could yield an increased understanding of the
biological mechanisms that underlie stem cell fate choices,
cancer stem cells, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells,
technologies to study stem cell function, and the develop-
ment of bioprocesses to culture stem cells for commercial
applications. This conference not only provided background
for this study, but was followed by the Third International
Conference on Stem Cell Engineering held April 29–May 2,
2012 in Seattle, Washington.

Scope of the Study

The purpose of this study was to gather information on
the worldwide status and trends in SCE, that is, the interface
of engineering with the world of stem cells. The study pan-
elists gathered hands-on information on SCE activities abroad
that will be used by the U.S. Government to inform the di-
rection of current and future programs. The intent of this
study was to critically analyze and compare the research in
the United States with that occurring in Asia and in Europe,
to identify opportunities for collaboration, and to suggest
ways to refine the thrust of U.S. research programs. To realize
the intended benefits, this study focused on a range of issues
in which the R&D occurring worldwide will best inform both
our own government programs and our research community
of the challenges, barriers, and opportunities in SCE. The
study panel developed and refined the scope of the study,
with the guidance of the sponsors. The scientific areas of
focus for this study thus included the following:

� Understanding and controlling the signals that regulate
cellular responses

� Formulating biomaterial scaffolds and the tissue matrix
environment

� High-throughput screening and microfluidics
� Real-time, nondestructive phenotyping
� Systems-based quantitative analysis
� Computational modeling approaches
� Scalable expansion and differentiation
� Biomanufacturing and bioprocessing
� Targeted delivery of stem cells

Beyond the technical issues, the report on which this re-
view is based also addresses the following broader issues:

� Mechanisms for enhancing international and interdis-
ciplinary cooperation in the field

� Opportunities for shortening the lead time for deployment
of new SCE technologies emerging from the laboratory

� Long range research, educational, and infrastructure is-
sues that need to be addressed to promote better progress
in the field

� Current government R&D funding levels overseas com-
pared to the United States, to the extent data are available

Study Process

The study was conducted by the authors of this review,
managed by the WTEC (http://wtec.org), and sponsored by
the NSF, the National Cancer Institute at NIH, and NIST.
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There were many components to the process used in this
global assessment of SCE. These start with the knowledge
provided by each of the panelists, knowledge not only about
activities in the United States, but also the awareness each of
them had about activities in other parts of the world. To this
foundation the following four components were added:

� Site visits in Asia and Europe
� Workshops in Atlanta and in Seoul, Korea
� Participation in the third International Conference on

Stem Cell Engineering
� Virtual site visits

The process began with a ‘‘kick-off’’ meeting at the NSF
in Arlington, Virginia on June 22, 2011. This was followed
by a series of conference calls that led to the Asia site visits,
which occurred November 13–19, 2011. The Asia site visits
were carried out with the panel divided into two teams, one
that conducted site visits in China and the other site visits in
Japan. The countries and the institutions visited are listed in
Table 1.

The next event in the study was a workshop held at
Georgia Institute of Technology, December 15–16, 2011 on
the topic of ‘‘Stem Cell Biomanufacturing.’’ This workshop
was financially supported by Georgia Tech and the Emory
University Woodruff Health Sciences Center, as well as
WTEC and the British Consulate in Atlanta. There were
*40 participants from academia and industry who were not
only from the United States, but also Ireland, Japan, Korea,
and the United Kingdom.

On January 17, 2012 a workshop was held in Seoul,
Korea on SCE. This workshop did not involve the panel,
with the exception of the chair of the WTEC panel who was
co-organizer of this meeting. The workshop was held at the
Korean Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) and
hosted by Professor Soo Hyun Kim. More than 100 partic-
ipants attended, and this meeting provided the opportunity
to assess SCE activities in Korea.

The European site visits took place February 26–March 3,
2012. The panel was again divided into two teams, and the
countries and the specific institutions visited are listed in
Table 2.

The next component to this study was the participation of
the panel in the third International Conference on Stem Cell
Engineering held in Seattle, Washington, April 29–May 2,
2012. At this conference the organizers provided the op-
portunity for a town hall meeting with discussion taking
place not only among the panelists, who were seated up
front and were each asked to make brief opening comments,
but also with members of the audience.

Three weeks later, a workshop was held at the NSF in
Arlington, Virginia. At this 1-day event on May 24, 2012,
the WTEC panel had the opportunity to deliver a series of
oral presentations reporting on their assessment of activities
globally. There were *60 people in attendance; however,
the audience was in fact much larger as the workshop was
webcast, with 69 sites and an estimated 200 people around
the world watching the presentations (www.SCEC.gatech
.edu/global-assessment).

In addition to the above components, there were other
mechanisms referred to by the panel as virtual site visits.
This included site visits where information was gathered
solely through the internet and/or by e-mail exchange. The

term virtual site visit was also used for a site visit where
only one panel member visited. The institutions/organiza-
tions that were assessed through virtual site visits are listed
in Table 3.

There were some countries with active SCE activities
that were not visited because the WTEC panelists believed
that, through a variety of interactions, they already had a
reasonable idea of what was going on in that particular
country. One example is Ireland where, because of the close
relationship between Georgia Tech and several universi-
ties in Ireland, considerable knowledge of stem cell activi-
ties already existed. Furthermore, Dr. Frank Barry from
the National University of Ireland, Galway participated
in the Atlanta workshop in December 2011. Another ex-
ample is the United Kingdom. Here again there is a close
relationship between Georgia Tech and Imperial College
London. Furthermore, Dr. McDevitt has visited both Cam-
bridge University and Loughborough University, and both
Loughborough University and University College London
were represented at the Atlanta workshop. A third and final
example is Israel. The WTEC panel chair was supposed to
visit this country at the end of March 2012; however, for

Table 1. Sites Visited in Asia

China Academy of Military Medical Sciences, Tissue
Engineering Research Center

China Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)
China Fudan University, Zhongsan Hospital
China Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology,

Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences
China Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of

Sciences
China Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy

of Sciences
China National Natural Science Foundation of

China (NSFC)
China National Tissue Engineering Center, Shanghai

Jiao Tong University School of Medicine
China Peking University, The College of Life Sciences
China Shanghai Jiao Tong University, School

of Medicine
China State Key Laboratory of Bioreactor Engineering
China Tongji University School of Medicine
China Tsinghua University, School of Medicine
Japan Keio University, Yagami Campus
Japan Kyoto University–CiRA (Center for iPS Cell

Research and Application)
Japan Okayama University, Graduate School of

Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical
Sciences

Japan Osaka Univ. at TWMU (Kiro)
Japan RIKEN Institute, Kobe
Japan Tokyo Women’s Medical University (Kano)
Japan University of Tokyo, Hongo Campus, Department

of Biomedical Engineering
Japan University of Tokyo, Hongo Campus, Laboratory

of Cell Growth and Differentiation
Japan University of Tokyo, Komaba Campus, Research

Center for Advanced Science and Technology
Japan University of Tokyo, Komaba II Campus, Institute

of Industrial Science
Japan University of Tokyo, Shirokanedai Campus

iPS, induced pluripotent stem.
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personal reasons it was necessary for him to cancel the trip.
Still, because of the active participation of Israeli scientists
and engineers in North American stem cell meetings, the
WTEC panel believed that they had a reasonable idea of
activities in Israel.

Finally, it must be noted that Canada has a particular
concentration of SCE activity. A critical component in the
establishment and growth of the Canadian SCE effort has
been the availability of funding targeted specificity at
bringing stem cell biologists and bioengineers together on
both basic and translational research teams. Perhaps the best
example of this funding strategy is the Canadian Stem Cell
Network (SCN) (www.stemcellnetwork.ca), a federally
funded National Center of Excellence (NCE) that has, over
the last 13 years, invested over $42 million (not including

partner cash and in-kind contributions) in interdisciplinary
projects. These projects have in a number of cases been
led by bioengineers, and the work has benefited from this
intimate interdisciplinary collaboration. The outcomes of
the SCN are significantly greater than one would expect
given the financial investment [962 peer-reviewed articles,
of which 21% appeared in high impact journals (impact
factor > 10), 399 patent applications, 60 issued patents, and
43 licenses granted]. SCN-supported intellectual property
has catalyzed the growth or launch of 11 start-up biotech-
nology companies, and, critically, the SCN has also brought
together teams around these basic discoveries and transla-
tional technologies to initiate nine phase I or II stem cell-
based clinical trials. Globally across the SCN *20% of
these activities have involved at least one engineer and one
biologist/clinician. The Canadian government has continued
to foster this interdisciplinary (and now multi-sectorial)
activity with the recent funding of the Centre for the
Commercialization of Regenerative Medicine (www.ccrm
.ca) that will be discussed later in this chapter.

It should be noted that the countries selected for visits and
the specific institutions that were visited were chosen based
on the knowledge of the panel members. For each institution
visited, there is a site visit report that is contained in the full
report. Furthermore, although the WTEC panel was able to
see much of the stem cell activities going on around the
world, they certainly did not see everything. If funding had
permitted, the WTEC team easily could have spent 2–3
weeks in both Asia and Europe, could have visited Aus-
tralia, perhaps even India, and could have site visited ac-
tivities in the Middle East. Even so, one can make the
argument that the process outlined above in terms of the
various components, as well as the knowledge base that
each panelist had coming into this study, provided for what
we believe is a fairly accurate global assessment of the
current state of the field of SCE. It is from this that the
principal findings to be discussed next were derived.

Results

In this section, the principal findings will be summarized.
This section has been organized into four parts, representing
the four major chapters of the full report. There then are
separate sections with some additional comments on trans-
lational models, education, and opportunities for collabo-
ration, a brief summary of the status in the countries where
an assessment of SCE was conducted, a brief section on
government policy, and conclusions.

Engineering and Physical Sciences Principles
in Stem Cell Research

During development and throughout adulthood, stem cells
reside within specialized regions of tissue referred to as stem
cell niches.3–5 These niches regulate stem cell behavior by
presenting them with rich signaling information, in the form
of soluble molecules; extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins,
glycosaminoglycans, and proteoglycans; growth factors and
morphogens that may be soluble or immobilized to the
ECM; and cues presented from the surface of neighboring
cells.

It is well recognized by stem cell biologists and engineers
that soluble components of the cellular microenvironment

Table 2. Sites Visited in Europe

France Institute for Stem Cell Therapy and
Exploration of Monogenic Diseases
(I-STEM)

Germany Berlin-Brandenburg Center for
Regenerative Therapies

Germany Fraunhofer Institute for Immunology
and Cell Therapy

Germany Institute for Medical Informatics and
Biometry (IMB), Dresden University
of Technology (TUD)

Germany Life&Brain Center, Bonn
Germany Lonza Cologne GmbH
Germany Max Planck Institute for Molecular

Biomedicine
Netherlands Netherlands Initiative for Regenerative

Medicine
Netherlands Leiden University Medical Center
Sweden Karolinska Institute and Karolinska

University Hospitals
Sweden Lund University Biomedical Centre

(BMC)
Sweden University of Uppsala
Switzerland Basel Stem Cell Network (BSCN),

University Hospital Basel and
University of Basel

Switzerland Laboratory of Stem Cell Bioengineering
(LSCB), Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne (EPFL)

Switzerland Swiss Center for Regenerative Medicine
(SCRM), University Hospital Zurich,
and University of Zurich

Table 3. Individual and ‘‘Virtual’’ Site

Visit Reports

Australia Stem Cells Australia
Iran Royan Institute for Stem Cell Biology

and Technology (RI-SCBT)
Korea Workshop on Stem Cell Engineering
Korea MEDIPOST, Co., Ltd.
Korea Pharmicell Co., Ltd.
Portugal Stem Cell Bioengineering Laboratory,

Instituto Superior Técnico (IST)
Portugal Instituto de Engenharia Biomédica (INEB)
Singapore Bioprocessing Technology Institute
Singapore National University of Singapore (NUS)
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play important roles in regulating stem cell function and
fate. Accordingly, many approaches that have been devel-
oped for controlling stem cells involve serial or combina-
tional application of a small number of factors, in many
cases inspired by knowledge from developmental biology,
to guide cell fate decisions. However, it is becoming in-
creasingly recognized that biophysical in addition to bio-
chemical cues provide key regulatory information.

In general, engineers are educated to conduct both anal-
ysis and synthesis. Through analysis, one can identify key
components of highly complex systems and understand how
these collectively interact to enable function. For example,
one can investigate how collections of biochemical and
biophysical cues are integrated by a cell to regulate down-
stream responses (e.g., quiescence, proliferation, self-renewal,
differentiation, migration, or apoptosis), an area where engi-
neers are making strong contributions.6–10

One theme that has emerged in particular is the devel-
opment of novel systems that allow an investigator to pursue
analysis by synthesis, that is, the creation of new technol-
ogies and experimental systems that better enable basic in-
vestigations. One example is the development of bioactive
hydrogels whose biochemical and mechanical properties
can be tuned. Aided by such a system, in landmark work
Engler and Discher demonstrated that the lineage outcome
of differentiating MSCs is strongly influenced by substrate
stiffness, such that cells developed into neuron-like cells on
soft polyacrylamide gels, myoblasts on intermediate stiff-
nesses, and osteocytes on harder substrates.11 Subsequent
work has found that neural stem cells,12 muscle stem cells,13

and mouse and human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)14,15

are also mechanosensitive. In addition to the static stiffness
of a material, other mechanical inputs such as cyclic strain16

and fluid shear17 have been found to be important for stem
cell self-renewal or differentiation.

Other biophysical properties of tissues may regulate cell
function, and building upon lithography technologies de-
veloped for silicon materials processing in the electronics
industry, methods have been developed to pattern bioactive
surfaces with interesting properties. McBeath et al. used
microcontact printing to pattern adhesive islands of dif-
ferent sizes onto a surface.18 When MSCs were seeded
onto these substrates, it was found that large 10,000 mm2

islands permitted cell spreading and promoted osteogenic
differentiation, whereas small 1024 mm2 islands that did
not enable substantial cell spreading promoted adipogenic
differentiation. Recent work has indicated that stem cell
sensitivity to both mechanical and shape cues may be
regulated by common transcriptional effectors, such as
YAP and TAZ.19

In addition to microenvironmental properties that alter
cell shape on the micron scale, topographical cues—such as
the organization of the ECM into fibers—offers a cell with
features that can modulate its shape at the nanometer scale.
Such topographical cues are considered to provide features
intermediate between a 2D and a 3D microenvironment, and
they can be synthetically generated by several techniques,
including electrospinning, self-assembly of materials, and
lithography-based methods. For example, one study ex-
plored the effects of electrospun fibers of polyethersulfone
with different dimensions on the behavior of adult NSCs,
and they found that fibers of small dimension (283 nm)

promoted oligodendrocyte specification, whereas larger
fibers (749 nm) increased neuronal differentiation.20 In ad-
dition, it has been shown that MSCs are sensitive to topo-
graphical cues on the 100–1000 nm scale, likely through the
direct involvement of focal adhesion proteins.21

Increasing numbers of studies have identified additional
engineering and physical principles that regulate stem cell
behavior, including, for example, electric fields. In early
work, Radisic et al. subjected neonatal cardiomyocytes to a
square wave electrical field to emulate the natural electro-
physiological environment of the heart. Cells became
aligned with the direction of the field, exhibited a substantial
increase in contractile amplitude, and expressed higher
levels of various cardiac protein markers compared with
nonstimulated cells.22 Subsequent work has further explored
the effects of electric fields on other cell and stem cell be-
haviors. In addition, mass transport limitations can both
pose challenges and provide opportunities for engineering
stem cell behavior. For example, it is well established that
spatial gradients of soluble cues, formed with the aid of
diffusion, help pattern the formation of complex tissues.23

Also, atmospheric oxygen levels are often considerably
higher than levels in organs and tissues due to solubility and
transport limitations, and tuning oxygen levels therefore
provides an opportunity to better control cell function.24

Analytical engineering approaches can thus contribute to
the understanding of both the biochemical and biophysical
features of complex cellular microenvironments. Further-
more, this basic information can be applied toward the
synthesis of engineered niches for stem cells that provide the
necessary input signals to guide the desired output cell be-
haviors. The resulting engineered culture systems and bio-
materials can then be harnessed for stem cell expansion,
differentiation, and implantation in numerous clinical ap-
plications.

High Throughput Screening, Microfluidics,
Biosensors, and Real-Time Phenotyping

As has been pointed out, there are a number of challenges
in engineering the stem cell microenvironment. These in-
clude identifying the factors that regulate stem cell fate and
understanding the combined effects of different cues, con-
structing culture systems that apply the desired cues, and
ultimately developing processes that allow one to direct the
fate of stem cells by precise spatial and temporal presenta-
tion of such physicochemical signals. These challenges can
be addressed by integration of microscale technologies to
control the microenvironment and monitor cell fate into cell
culture platforms.

High throughput screening (HTS) to discover mecha-
nisms of stem cell regulation and identify compounds
that control stem cell fate is an area where engineers and
the engineering approach can make significant contribu-
tions. HTS does not require a priori knowledge of stem cell
regulation, and thus it offers the potential to identify factors
that regulate stem cell fate, to improve upon lead com-
pounds, to optimize presentation of soluble and immobilized
cues, and to identify combinatorial interactions between
regulatory signals. For example, HTS has been applied to
identify small molecule compounds that increase osteo-
genesis in human MSCs,25 promote self-renewal or direct
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differentiation in hESCs,26 and enhance reprogramming of
somatic cells to a progenitor state.27 HTS has also been
adapted to immobilized configurations, enabling screening
of combinatorial polymer libraries and peptides to identify
substrates that support hESC self-renewal.28,29 In addition to
screening chemical compositions of biomaterials, HTS has
also identified how material topography regulates MSC
proliferation and differentiation30 and how pattern size and
shape regulate MSC differentiation fates.31

The application of HTS technologies to identify micro-
environmental cues that regulate stem cell fates is typically
limited by the throughput of stem cell analysis. Thus, to
screen larger libraries and increase the odds of obtaining a
hit, more reliable, faster, and less expensive methods to
assess cell response to the compounds in the library must be
developed. Dynamic, nondestructive approaches for moni-
toring cell state, such as enzymatic activity or fluorescent
reporter concentration, will facilitate identifying the tem-
poral regulation of stem cells by microenvironmental cues.
In addition, screening relies on observing the behavior of a
single stem cell or small number of stem cells, and popu-
lation heterogeneity can result in a high frequency of false
positives or false negatives. An understanding of the het-
erogeneous responses of stem cells to microenvironmental
cues and strategies to account for these differences are
needed to realize the potential of HTS in stem cell appli-
cations. In addition, an opportunity exists to expand HTS
platforms beyond chemical and biomaterial libraries. Recent
studies have identified important roles of microRNAs and
long noncoding RNAs in developmental biology, including
stem cell proliferation and differentiation as well as cell
reprogramming.32 Screening RNA libraries may identify
new mechanisms of stem cell regulation and identify tools
to control developmental programs in stem cells. En-
gineering platforms to screen cues such as intercellular
contacts or mechanical forces in the context of a physio-
logically relevant chemical microenvironment would
improve the power of stem cell screening platforms. Three-
dimensional screening platforms, such as microwells or
biomaterials scaffolds would enable identification of factors
that regulate stem cell assembly and tissue formation or
morphogenesis from stem cell sources.

Another technology that is taking on increasing impor-
tance in stem cell R&D is microfluidics. A variety of mi-
crofluidic systems have been developed, and such systems
can spatially and temporally regulate the stem cell micro-
environment with great precision, facilitate the analysis of
the dynamic response of stem cells to microenvironmental
cues, enable the isolation and analysis of clonal populations,
and facilitate isolation of low abundance stem cells from a
mixture of cells. Microfluidic culture systems have been
used to identify and characterize the regulation of ESC self-
renewal by both secreted paracrine factors and by physical
shear forces.33,34 Microfluidic technology also permits
construction of highly parallel cell culture systems that en-
able clonal analysis of stem cells. Such systems have been
applied to characterize heterogeneity in hematopoietic stem
cell (HSC) responses to growth factors.35 Additionally, the
ability to construct patterns and spatial gradients of micro-
environmental factors in microfluidics has been exploited to
produce spatially distinct differentiation fates in MSCs.36

Spatial and temporal control of fluid flow has also been

applied to capture and release rare stem and progenitor cells
from peripheral blood.37,38

To further realize the potential of microfluidics in SCE,
reliable and inexpensive sources of relatively simple mi-
crofluidic devices must be available. In addition, collabo-
rative efforts between researchers with expertise in device
manufacture and stem cell researchers posing questions that
can be addressed by these devices will be important. Better
integration of stem cell culture and separations platforms
with cell characterization is needed. With the advent of
single cell gene expression analysis, the opportunity exists
to use microfluidics to more deeply probe clonal differences
in stem cell populations.

Stem cells have been used as a source of cells for con-
struction of biosensors and in vitro tissue models. Using iPS
cell technology, cells and tissues representative of a par-
ticular patient or disease state can be constructed.39 Such
in vitro biosensors are being employed in drug screening or
drug toxicity testing applications. These integrated stem cell
microtechnology systems are often referred to as organs-on-
a-chip, and they need to be precisely designed to accurately
model tissue and organ level function in vitro. Real-time
functional analysis of the behavior of the system is an im-
portant aspect of organ-on-a-chip design. For example, a
cardiotoxicity biosensor that integrated mESC-derived car-
diomyocytes with an automated imaging system to monitor
changes in cell contraction rate in response to pharmaco-
logic agents has been reported.40 Efforts to construct stem
cell biosensors have only begun to realize the potential of
stem cells in diagnostics and in vitro modeling applications.
Advances in microscale fabrication technologies will enable
construction of more physiologically relevant, 3D structured
cell and tissue biosensors. If such systems can be engineered
to provide in general a physiological environment, one that
in many cases will need to be multicellular and have a three-
dimensional architecture, these stem cell biosensors will at a
minimum supplement animal testing in the development of
a drug and perhaps even replace it.

Computational SCE

As noted earlier, engineering approaches to understanding
and controlling SC fate are required at multiple stages
during the development and implementation of RM-based
therapies. Critically, implementing robust RM therapies, in
even the simplest of tissues, will benefit from a predictive
understanding of the molecular events that occur within
individual SCs, and the role of the microenvironment (i.e.,
the SC niche) in perturbing these events. These molecular
events are typically organized as cascades and include gene
regulatory and intracellular signal transduction networks,
cell–cell communication networks and the mechanical,
electrostatic, biochemical, and cellular interactions that
impinge on those networks.

Certainly understanding complex molecular processing in
mammalian cells is a dominant endeavor in biomedical re-
search. However, investigating these molecular and cellular
events in SC is made significantly more challenging by
additional features of SC biology (Table 4). The rarity and
spatially heterogeneous distribution of individual SC re-
quires that some degree of discrete and stochastic mathe-
matics should be involved, as deterministic and continuous
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methods such as ordinary differential equations may not
accurately describe the underlying biology. The heteroge-
neous nature of the niche also requires that models include
descriptions of the spatial interactions and gradients among
various cell types and their environment to correctly predict
how any cell or cell population will behave. Finally, the
metastable nature of SC fate and the hierarchical organiza-
tion of differentiation suggest that guiding cell fate along
specific lineages involves balancing the dynamic differen-
tiation process and feedback from progeny and the envi-
ronment. Consequently, dynamic analysis across a wide
range of timescales may need to be included in accurate
system-wide modeling studies to understand the time evo-
lution of the cell populations.

Modeling approaches in SCE can be segregated according
to the cellular and molecular resolution at which the analysis
is performed. In what follows, we will describe SC models
at several of these levels that point to current trends and
future opportunities for engineering to contribute to the
understanding and control of SC biology.

A dominant use of modeling in SC biology is that of
single cell analysis, likely due to the need to understand the
endogenous mechanisms controlling SC fate, but also due to
the lower degree of complexity required of biophysically
realistic intracellular models when compared with those at a
tissue or cell population level. In fact, one of the earliest
computational studies using SC was the first to demonstrate
that SC act randomly within a population, as individuals.41

In this seminal Canadian study, it was established that the
distribution of colony forming cells (CFCs) within mixed
populations of cells derived from the splenic colonies of
cells formed after mice were injected with hematopoietic
cells followed a gamma distribution. After realizing this
observation was consistent with a Markov birth–death pro-
cess in which individual CFCs either proliferated to form

two CFCs (‘‘birth’’) or underwent differentiation (‘‘death’’)
at fixed probabilities, a Monte-Carlo model was created,
which accurately fit the empirical data. This early article
demonstrates an important feature of all useful models,
namely that the model results were directly compared to the
empirical data to validate the underlying hypothesis of the
model. Among more recent single cell computational ap-
proaches to understanding SC biology, several sub-trends
can be identified and include dynamic analyses of genetic
and signal transduction networks including approaches that
reduce networks to key components42 or approaches that
model the emergent behavior of the networks.43,44 An im-
portant component of some of this single cell modeling is
the coevolving development of new tools to test and validate
model predations.45

The design and optimization of bioreactors and cell
growth and differentiation systems is a subject of particular
focus for bioengineers involved in SCE as it is of impor-
tance to the generation of large volumes of cells needed for
both drug design and RM. Empirical and cell population
dynamic models active research across the world and a
number of research organizations in Asia visited by the
WTEC panel specialized in these approaches. For example,
the Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI) in Singapore,
until recently led by Dr. Miranda Yap, study biomanu-
facturing systems focusing on the pharmaceutical and cell
therapy industries. Recently, Dr. Steve Oh’s group at BTI
published studies in which microcarriers were used to in-
crease yields of cardiomyocytes threefold over embryoid
body controls,46 and in which cell agitation due to shear
stress in stirred cultures resulted in decreased pluripotency
and an increase in differentiation-specific markers in a cell
line-specific manner.47 While the empirical studies provide
a wealth of information regarding culture methodologies, a
pair of articles from the Zandstra laboratory in Toronto,

Table 4. Features of Stem Cell Biology Relevant to Modeling Approaches

Stem cell property Biological impact Modeling impact

Rarity Efferent signals diluted across
many potential targets

Responses must be normalized for cell type ratios

Behavior of other cells in
population may overwhelm
that of stem cells

Spatial effects must be considered

Stochastic responses within the
small population may
be important determinants of
cell population behavior

Deterministic or continuous models may not
reflect underlying biology

Experimental validation challenging

Metastability Dynamic responses to exogenous
signals

Models must span many time and length scales

Cells are rarely in equilibrium

Models of behavior dynamics must be utilized

Heterogeneous spatial
distribution

Developmental cues originate
from diverse regions

Widely varying space and time scales are important

Afferent signals may vary widely

Population averages may not represent dominant
outlier behavior

The stem cell niche is a
heterogeneous and
dynamic environment

Afferent signal will vary widely
across the stem cell population

Population averages may not be relevant to the
individual stem cell

Different types of molecular and
biophysical signals need to be
integrated

Heterogeneous populations of cells should be
modeled and single cell behavior followed

Spatial and temporal aspects should be considered
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Canada provides examples of the value of a combined in
silico and experimental approach in the analysis of cell
populations and the optimization of culture technologies.
Motivated by the elusive nature of techniques capable of
increasing human HSC numbers in vitro, Kirouac et al.48

developed a simplified model of HSC differentiation in
which cell fates were regulated by feedback from secreted
molecule cell interaction networks among various cells from
different points in the developmental hierarchy. Using this
model, the authors were able to predict that negative feed-
back originating from more differentiated cells in the hier-
archy is a principal regulatory mechanism controlling HSC
fate. In a recent extension of this work, Csaszar et al. used
these concepts to develop a strategy by which the controlled
and specific inhibition of negative regulators of HSC dif-
ferentiation allowed for global control of the cell population
dynamics.49 Overall, these articles demonstrate the pro-
ductivity achievable when even simplified models and ex-
perimental efforts are tightly linked. By integrating math
model outputs with validated stem cell assay outputs, the
authors were able to predict the optimum culture method to
maximize the yields of cell types of interest. Although this
connection may not always be possible, especially for
models of a more theoretical nature, the feedback between
modeling and experimental efforts should function as an
iterative process to maximize the effectiveness of each.

Far fewer computational studies have been performed
specifically exploring the role of SC in whole tissues and
development than have been performed for individual or SC
populations. One area in which models have been utilized is
in the study of the vertebrate gut, specifically the develop-
ment of the intestinal crypt. A pair of recent articles from
the University of Leipzig illustrates the use of models in this
area, and highlights the importance of biomechanical forces
in regulating cell fate and tissue morphogenesis. Motivated
by the idea that the traditional view of hierarchical tissue
organization in which SC differentiate into progenitors,
which subsequently terminally differentiate may not be re-
quired to explain aspects of tissue development, the authors
of these articles first developed a model to determine if cell–
cell and cell–environment interactions alone could result in
the self-organization of the intestinal crypt.50 This multi-
scale model treated cells as elastic objects capable of
growing, dividing, moving, and making contacts with other
cells and the surrounding ECM. Cell fate was modeled to be
dependent on the internal activity of the cell itself, along
with that of its neighboring cells. Accordingly, individual
cell differentiation, and therefore tissue development, was
assumed to be dependent on the curvature of the crypt basal
membrane and the types and number of contacts it makes to
its surroundings. The critical prediction made using this
model was that the robustness of this tissue to cell loss was
made possible by the flexibility in the cell fate decision
process—any population could be removed from the simu-
lated crypt without impacting the long-term tissue organi-
zation because the cell fate transitions experienced by the
progenitors in the model were reversible, and the develop-
ment occurred within an externally imposed Wnt gradient.

As outlined in the few selected examples provided,
computational modeling can provide a solid foundation on
which to study and understand the complex system made up
of the SC and its environment. One aspect that is clear from

the analysis is that mathematical approaches are increas-
ingly being used to gain fundamental insight into the
mechanistic underpinnings of complex biological systems;
many of these studies benefit from interdisciplinary ap-
proaches and data sharing and engineers are particularly
well suited to take leadership roles in the area. Although
great progress has been achieved in the 50 years since the
first mathematical treatment of SC biology was published,41

significant prospects remain for advancing the field of
computational SCE. By consolidating efforts among mod-
elers and experimentalists of various scientific backgrounds,
we can expect to make more rapid progress in the years to
come. This is especially true given the incredible rate at
which new and larger data sets are generated, and novel
technologies produced that allow for increasingly sophisti-
cated questions to be addressed. With backgrounds span-
ning experimental biology, computer science, physics,
chemistry, and design, bioengineers are in an envious po-
sition to rapidly and efficiently advance our knowledge,
leading to innovations in fundamental biology and its clin-
ical applications.

Stem Cell Bioprocessing and Biomanufacturing

There is a subtle, yet important distinction that exists
between the use of the terms ‘‘bioprocessing’’ and ‘‘bio-
manufacturing,’’ despite the fact that they are often used
interchangeably and refer to many overlapping activities.
For the purposes of at least this discussion, ‘‘bioprocessing’’
refers to the development of systems for the scalable growth
and differentiation of stem cells while ‘‘biomanufacturing’’
is the implementation of bioprocessing for stem cell pro-
duction and commercialization. Traditionally, bioprocessing
systems were devised to support the culture of cells at high
density to produce concentrated batches of molecular factors
secreted by the cells, thus the cells served simply as a ve-
hicle to attain the end product. On the other hand, stem cell
bioprocessing represents a fundamental paradigm shift
whereby the cells themselves are defined as the product.
Despite such a significant shift in the deliverable of the
process, the currently used technologies and platforms for
stem cell bioprocessing have remained largely unchanged.
Stem cell biomanufacturing research and companies are
starting from this current state of the art, but are looking
forward to the development of new culture and sensor
technologies to meet the large anticipated needs for stem
cells in future RM therapies and screening platforms for
drug development. The primary challenges to be addressed
include the development of scalable culture systems, the
incorporation of real-time monitoring and feedback control
systems, and the development of robust, reproducible au-
tomated processes.

As noted above, current approaches to stem cell biopro-
cessing have started primarily by using existing formats and
platforms originally optimized for biochemical engineering
applications. However, in the biochemical processing in-
dustry, automated culture systems with in-line monitoring
are frequently used for many, if not all of processing steps.
In contrast, stem cell bioprocessing in its current form re-
quires ‘‘hands on,’’ manual processing of the various culture
steps. Automation of routine culture steps, such as re-feed-
ing and passaging of cells, has been achieved for different
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types of stem cells grown in conventional culture flasks,51,52

but development of more sophisticated systems that signif-
icantly enhance throughput and facilitate scale-up and
monitoring in addition to improving reproducibility have
really only begun to be developed.

The strategy of scale ‘‘up’’ versus simply scale ‘‘out’’ is
critical to the long-term success of commercialization of
stem cell products. For adherent cells, dependence on a fixed
amount of surface area for attachment and subsequent
growth translates into a linearly proportional increase in
surface area to increase cell yield. Thus given no other
changes within such a system (e.g., media composition), at
some point scaling out becomes impractical, and thus there
is an impending need to transition to suspension culture
formats for industrial scale-up manufacturing of stem cells
and stem cell-derived products. For suspension culture,
formats include microcarrier beads with adherent cells on
the outside of solid beads or distributed throughout porous
materials,53,54 the use of cell aggregates either with or
without materials,55–60 and the microencapsulation of indi-
vidual stem cells or aggregates.57,61–63 Each of these con-
figurations has inherent advantages and disadvantages that
often complement one another, so it is unlikely that one
format will be used for all types of stem cells, and hybrid
variations of two or more combined formats might also be
used. The eventual implementation of suspension culture
formats makes the significant increase in the anticipated
number of cells for in vitro screening platforms and regen-
erative therapies a much more feasible and attainable goal.

One of the most challenging and daunting issues is the
multitude of parameters involved in bioprocessing systems
that are capable of affecting cell growth and phenotype. As
noted above, a complex combination of biophysical and
biochemical environmental factors can influence stem cell
phenotype and growth. Some such parameters, such as
culture media composition and oxygen tension can be rel-
atively easily and effectively scaled-up, whereas others,
such as hydrodynamics, may not be as readily and directly
scalable due to differences in vessel geometries and mech-
anisms of imparting media agitation to create well-mixed
environments.64,65 For process optimization to be ultimately
achieved, the vast experimental space must be explored
thoroughly, but current high throughput formats and
screening platforms are inherently incapable of simulating
numerous bioprocess parameters simultaneously. Thus,
some efforts to ‘‘scale-down’’ prior to ‘‘scale-up’’ are likely
necessary to perform such screening in a cost-efficient and
experimentally feasible manner before proceeding to stem
cell biomanufacturing in much larger volume systems.

Most of the focus thus far in stem cell bioprocessing has
been on the upstream portions of amplifying the numbers of
stem cells and stem cell-derived progeny, but as the quan-
tities of cells and volume of media increases, so does the
strain on downstream processes that are responsible for
concentrating cell products in a readily deployable and
stable format without compromising potency or viability. At
small volumes or with numerous parallel processing of stem
cell batches, current means of reducing and exchanging
media volume and storing of cells (i.e., cryopreservation)
are not severely limiting. However at some point, the
challenge of efficiently separating cells, particularly during
downstream processes, becomes the rate-limiting step. Cell

sorting methodologies based on fluorescent signal detection
or magnetic separation rely almost exclusively on antibody-
detection, thus introducing a xenogenic element into the
process.66 For this reason, an increasing interest and effort
has shifted to robust, label-free detection methods that can
effectively delineate different populations of cells from
varying degrees of heterogeneous starting populations.67,68

Finally, stem cell manufacturing infrastructure and fa-
cilities that accommodate the bioprocessing systems could
also benefit from systems engineering analysis. More
‘‘closed’’ culture systems are needed in to ensure the ste-
rility and safety of stem cell-derived products, particularly
for cell therapies. In addition, reducing the physical ‘‘foot
print’’ of systems and facilities, as well as designing inter-
connectable and exchangeable modular elements would
benefit the economics and flexibility of stem cell biopro-
cessing systems. The majority, if not all, of current stem cell
manufacturing practices suffer from a lack of feedback
control mechanisms that relate to specific cell phenotypes.
The introduction of feedback mechanisms provides new
opportunities for meaningful real-time monitoring of stem
cell cultures and potential application of machine learning-
based algorithms and computational modeling to enhance
stem cell bioprocesses.69

There thus are ample opportunities for engineers and
systems engineering approaches to contribute to the further
development of bioprocessing systems to advance the rap-
idly growing stem cell biomanufacturing industry. As al-
ready implied, cell manufacturing is really in its infancy.
Furthermore, the number of cells required in a treatment is
very much dependent on the specific disease or application.
If we use as an example a procedure for the revasculariza-
tion of the heart, it is estimated that as many as 1015 cells
may be required annually.

Translational Models

For benchtop stem cell science to have an impact on
patients and the treatment of disease and other disorders, it
must be translated into clinical therapies and into commer-
cialization. To do this successfully requires that a clinical
need be addressed and that the treatment be economically
viable. One of the important aspects of this global assess-
ment was identifying some of the interesting models for this
translation, four of which are listed below:

� Berlin Brandenburg Centre for Regenerative Therapies
� Cell Therapy Catapult in the United Kingdom
� Centre for Commercialization of Regenerative Medi-

cine in Canada
� Tokyo Women’s Medical University

The uniqueness of the Berlin Brandenburg Centre for
Regenerative Therapies is that they do an opportunity anal-
ysis early in the development of a research project. There are
three multidisciplinary platforms: basic science, biomaterials,
and translation technology. Several of the groups within the
Center are organized in a matrix structure, supporting the
work of a particular host platform as well as those of other
platforms by delivering basic technologies and principles. In
addition, there is a Department of Clinical Development and
Regulatory Affairs and a Department of Business Develop-
ment. These support all projects within the center.
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In the United Kingdom the Cell Therapy Catapult is one
of seven such catapult initiatives established by the Tech-
nology Strategy Board of the United Kingdom government
to create new industries. The Cell Therapy Catapult will
support the development and commercialization of cell
therapies and advanced therapeutics as well as the enabling
technologies for manufacturing, quality control, and safety.
It will be based in London, and it will be a center, inde-
pendent of higher education institutions, but where aca-
demics, industry experts, clinicians, and regulatory experts
can work together, focusing on the commercial development
of innovative technologies.

In Canada, Dr. Peter Zandstra, a co-author of this review
and a member of this WTEC panel, is the Chief Scientific
Officer of the Centre for Commercialization of Regenerative
Medicine. This is a federally incorporated, not for profit
organization supporting the development of technologies
that accelerate the commercialization of stem cells- and
biomaterials-based products and therapies. The business
strategy is to enable unique translational platforms that ad-
dress key barriers in RM commercialization, integrate Can-
ada’s strength in stem cells and engage industry partners so
as to make the center a global nexus for RM commer-
cialization.

Finally, at Tokyo Women’s Medical University Dr. Teruo
Okano heads the Institute of Advanced Biomedical Engineer-
ing and Science, and he has provided the leadership to create a
unique activity. The focus has been on cell sheet TE, and the
institute has partnered with the Waseda University’s Graduate
School of Bioscience and Medical Engineering. In 2008, the
Tokyo Women’s Medical University-Waseda University Joint
Institution for Advanced Biomedical Sciences (TWIns)
opened. There also is a partnership with Professor Masahiro
Kino-Oka from Osaka University to develop a tissue factory
for cell sheet manufacturing.

While these four are primarily discussed in this report,
there are of course other models for translation. One of these
is the Global Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine In-
itiative recently established by the Korean Ministry of
Health and Welfare as part of a national Korean strategy to
exercise global leadership in the stem cell and RM field.
The operation and management of this initiative is being
assisted by the Global Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine
Acceleration Center, whose activities include strategic
planning, project design, performance assessment, global
networking, and many other supporting activities. The major
focus of this initiative is on translational research to accel-
erate therapeutic development, clinical research aimed at the
delivery of treatments, and infrastructure development to
speed up commercialization. As this initiative is brand new,
the exact details are still somewhat unclear; however, it will
be interesting to see how this activity in Korea develops.

It should be noted that there are a variety of clinical trials
taking place using stem cells. Most of these trials are using
human adult stem cells or progenitor cells and not hESCs,
and such trials are taking place in a variety of different
countries in Europe and also in Asia, for example, Korea. In
the case of clinical trials taking place in the U.S. using
hESCs, two examples are (1) the trials by Advanced Cell
Technology treating macular degeneration and (2) the plan-
ned trial by Asterias Biotherapeutics. This latter trial was
initiated by Geron, after a few patients stopped, the tech-

nology then acquired by Asterias, and now there is a plan to
renew the trial. Also, in Japan there are efforts to launch a
series of clinical trials using differentiated cells from iPS cells.

Finally, a key factor in the translation of benchtop stem
cell science into products and therapies is the regulatory
pathway through which the technology must go. Un-
fortunately, as important as this issue is, it was not part of
the study reported here.

Education

It was clear to this WTEC panel that, for engineers to
have a recognized and valued impact in biology, they need
to comprehend and make significant contributions to the
fundamental knowledge of biological mechanisms. Thus,
for training programs to be successful, they need to under-
stand basic biological principles and have what might be
called a ‘‘high level’’ of biology, and this is certainly what is
being done in the leading bioengineering programs in North
America.

Outside of North America, an excellent example of a
unique training program is that at Loughborough University
in the United Kingdom The Doctoral Training Centre there
was established with funding from the United Kingdom’s
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council and in
partnership with Keele University and with the University of
Nottingham. There are more than 50 PhD students in this
program. The program introduces the students to the prin-
ciples of bioprocessing and manufacturing and provides
‘‘hands on’’ research experiences with stem cells in existing
and new, novel platforms. The intent is to train the future
leaders of the cell biomanufacturing industry. What is un-
clear is the degree of interaction with some of the major
stem cell biology centers in the United Kingdom. Such in-
teraction and integration is necessary for engineering and
biology to be developed and implemented together.

One of the outcomes of the Atlanta Workshop on Stem
Cell Biomanufacturing was the agreement to establish an
international school in the area of cell manufacturing. The
initial offering of this school was April 28–May 4, 2013 in
Portugal. The organization of the school was led by Pro-
fessor Joaquim Cabral from the Instituto Superior Technico
in Portugal with faculty from Loughborough University in
the United Kingdom, and Georgia Tech.

Opportunities for Collaboration

Research today in general is very interdisciplinary in
nature, and this is true of biology in general and the stem
cell field in particular. This is certainly a theme for the
National Academies report already referred to previously.
As part of this, collaborations almost become a necessity.
These might be with an investigator at one’s own institution,
somewhere else in the city, or even at a longer distance.

In today’s world where research and the development of
technology is conducted within the global community, col-
laborations can also exist between investigators in different
countries. There are in fact a number of examples of global,
international collaborations. One example of an interna-
tional collaborative initiative is the International Stem Cell
Forum (www.stem-cell-forum.net/). Under the auspices of
this forum, the International Stem Cell Initiative (ISCI) was
established. This initiative is an expert group working to
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establish a global set of standardized criteria and techniques
that will underpin the eventual development of applications
for hESCs and human induced pluripotent stem (hiPS) cells
in human medicine. Members of ISCI include the University
of Sheffield in the United Kingdom, the University of
Toronto in Canada, and the Bioprocessing Institute in Sin-
gapore. Another example of a collaboration is that of the
Tissue Engineering Research Center at the Academy of
Military Medical Sciences in China with Rice University.
Finally, a third example is the partnership of Harvard’s
Wyss Institute with Charite Hospital in Berlin.

In fact, U.S. investigators need to cooperatively take ad-
vantage of the excellent activities in other countries, and it thus
was encouraging for the WTEC panel members to see the hosts
of the different sites visited being so open and very interested in
the possibility of collaborating. What is needed, however, if we
are to encourage international collaborations are government
programs that foster such interactions. Included should be re-
alistic levels of funding. Also, the review process needs to be
one that uses a single review committee with membership from
both of the countries sponsoring the program.

State of SCE Outside of North America

The full report contains the site visit reports for each
institution. These site visit reports provide more detail than
can be stated here; however, in the listing below for each
country visited or in some other way assessed, the state of
SCE is briefly characterized.

Europe sites

France: Observed some engineering involvement
Germany: Strong engineering involvement at the Berlin

Brandenberg Centre for Regenerative Therapies and at the
Fraunhofer Institutes

Ireland: A major stem cell center at NUI Galway with
engineering involvement

Netherlands: A good integration of engineering with bi-
ology and medicine in NIRM

Portugal: Strong engineering involvement in bioprocessing
Sweden: Significant activity including translation into the

clinic, some government funding, some engineering in-
volvement of engineering and the physical sciences

Switzerland: Strong engineering and physical sciences
involvement at EPFL and in Zurich (ETH) and Basel

United Kingdom: Major engineering activities, largely in
bioprocessing and manufacturing

Asia Pacific sites

Australia: A new stem cell initiative with the involvement
of some engineers

China: Excellent young investigators, massive invest-
ments by the government, high impact biology, engineers
involved in more traditional roles

Japan: A leader in iPS cells, engineering integrated with
biology and medicine at Tokyo Women’s Medical Uni-
versity, other engineering activities more independent

Korea: Significant activities with major government
funding, a number of startup companies, some engineering
involvement

Singapore: Excellent BTI with engineering involvement

Other countries

Iran: A major stem cell research institute but limited if
any engineering involvement

Israel: Considerable activities involving both biologists
and engineers, also some commercial activities

Government Policies

From the assessment conducted, it is clear that many
countries recognize the importance and value of investing in
science and technology and are actually doing it. A list of
such countries includes China where the R&D budget con-
tinues to be increased on an annual basis, Japan where it
appears that the country has identified RM a key priority of
their 21st century economy, Korea where there is a new
global RM initiative, and Singapore that has invested heavily
in scientists and the research infrastructure. This list also
includes such European countries as Germany, the Nether-
lands, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Taking the United
Kingdom as a specific example, at the end of 2011 the British
government launched a new strategy for United Kingdom
Life Sciences. This comprehensive strategy includes signifi-
cant new investments in life sciences research and in the
development and commercialization of research. The Cell
Therapy Catapult initiative is a part of this strategy. The
British government, in spite of the global economic recession
and a very significant United Kingdom budget deficit, is
doing this because its goal is for the United Kingdom to be
the global ‘‘hub’’ for the life sciences in the future.

In contrast, in the United States the budgets of the Federal
agencies that support R&D are ‘‘flat’’ (decreasing when
inflation is considered) with little indication that this situa-
tion will change soon. This problem is highlighted in a re-
cent report entitled ‘‘Leadership in Decline,’’70 which
describes such a decline in life sciences in general, thus
affecting the areas of stem cell research. A decline in re-
search funding could threaten the U.S.’s globally acknowl-
edged leadership in the development of enabling
technologies, new clinical therapies, and other innovative
stem cell-based applications, areas where engineers and the
rigorous, systematic engineering approach can play a critical
role in transforming the potential of stem cells into com-
mercially viable and societally impactful products. In the
light of this situation, the White House Office of Science
and Technology Policy on April 26, 2012 released a Na-
tional Bioeconomy Blueprint. This document outlines what
are called five strategic imperatives that potentially will
result in the generation of new markets and economic
growth. These are as follows:

1. Support R&D that will provide the foundation for the
future bioeconomy;

2. Facilitate the translation of research to the market;
3. Develop and reform regulations so as to reduce bar-

riers and increase the speed and predictability of reg-
ulatory processes and thus reduce costs;

4. Update training programs and provide institutional
incentives for student training for national workforce
needs; and

5. Identify and support opportunities for the development
of public–private partnerships and precompetitive col-
laborations.
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With the exception of the third recommendation above
that deals with regulatory issues that were not included in
this study, the conclusions offered in the next section align
with the above recommendations from the White House
Office of Science and Technology.

Conclusions

From this global assessment of SCE as conducted by the
WTEC panel, it is clear that engineers and the engineering
approach with its quantitative, systems-based thinking can
contribute much more to basic stem cell research than it has
to date. As stated in the National Academies report on ‘‘A
New Biology for the 21st Century,’’ to achieve the deeper
understanding of biology required in this century there will
need to be an integration of many disciplines into biological
research, and this certainly includes engineering. En-
gineering analysis can be used to identify the critical com-
ponents of highly complex stem cell systems and provide an
understanding of how such components work together to
regulate stem cell fate and function. Furthermore, compu-
tational models will be increasingly necessary in our efforts
to achieve a better understanding of complex biological
systems. In all of the above, engineers are in a position to
take a leadership role.

In addition to the contributions describe above, engineers
can and should take the lead in developing new, innovative
enabling technologies. This includes HTS techniques, im-
proved culture and differentiation systems, and in vitro models
engineered to be more physiologic. The last of these include
organ-on-a-chip models and also engineered in vitro tumor
models that can lead to a better understanding of cancer.

Finally, for stem cell biomanufacturing there is an in-
creasing need for advances in scaleable culture systems,
techniques for real-time monitoring, and for the im-
plementation of process automation. Computational models
will again have an important role to play, in particular in the
optimization of bioprocessing systems and the integration of
feedback control.

In summary, this study identifies the needs and opportu-
nities for an increasing involvement of engineers in the field
of stem cells and related technologies. Although one might
argue that the United States today has a leadership role, to
capitalize on this and to build on the current existing mo-
mentum, and most importantly to accelerate the translation
of benchtop research into various applications including
clinical therapies and into commercialization, will require
taking bold steps. The panel thus offers the following con-
clusions:

� The United States has a unique opportunity to maintain
a leadership position in the stem cell field through the
continued support of R&D that will provide a founda-
tion for the generation of new markets and that will
lead to economic growth.

� Because of the contributions that engineers can make in
all areas of the stem cell field as illustrated by the
global assessment reported here, this needs to include
increased investment in engineering, applied research,
and commercialization as it relates to stem cell research
and related stem cell-based technologies.

� A major component in this could be that the govern-
ment agencies that support R&D should establish a

broad interagency program for SCE, one that provides
grants to interdisciplinary teams that include engineers,
computational researchers, and biologists as well as
individuals from other disciplines.

� Another component that would be beneficial is the es-
tablishment of new, innovative mechanisms that sup-
port academic–industry partnerships and unique
translational models that facilitate the translation of
research into the private sector.

� To address national workforce needs, the development
of training programs at universities and advanced short
courses should be encouraged and supported by gov-
ernment agencies.

� Finally, in today’s global economy and with the ex-
cellent activities taking place in other countries, the
global community including the United States would
benefit from forming strategic partnerships with other
countries so as to leverage the existing and emerging
strengths in institutions outside of the United States; to
implement such partnerships will require binational
grant programs with appropriate review mechanisms.

As noted in the previous section, these conclusions align
with the National Bioeconomy Blueprint released by the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. It is
up to the government agencies to implement a plan based on
the conclusions from this assessment study. Without the
implementation of the above, however, this unique oppor-
tunity could be lost. In this case, it might be possible that the
United States in the future will be relegated to the second
tier of countries in this critical area of SCE and that other
countries will become the acknowledged leaders. On the
other hand, if implementation takes place in some form, and
there is an urgency in doing so, then the United States can
expect to continue to be in a leadership position and at the
forefront in advancing the sciences, developing new, inno-
vative enabling technologies and platforms that lead to
clinical therapies, to commercializing the results of stem cell
research, and to the generation of new markets and eco-
nomic growth based on advances in the stem cell field.
Some of the results from this will be as follows:

� Acceleration in the development of new drugs while at
the same time reducing the costs of this development
process.

� The development of cell therapies that address diseases
and conditions of injury for which today there are no
real treatment options available for patients in need,
therapies that also are widely available.

� The growth of the 21st century bioeconomy in the
United States and around the world with advances in
our knowledge of stem cells and the translation of this
into applications and products.

This has been the dream for at least 20 years; however,
with the right strategy this can be realized and be the reality
of tomorrow.
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